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Industry:

Manufacturing

Location:

New Haven, IN

Date:

June 2021

Number of Stations:

30 open, 20 private

AIS Solutions
•

Matrix Panels

•

Calibrate Casegoods

•

Berman Aqui Upmount Glass

•

Day-to-Day Flip Top

•

Day-to-Day Height Adjustable

•

Day-to-Day Café Tables

Tables

•

Pierce Seating

Calibrate Storage

•

Stow Seating

•

Company Overview & Project Needs
AccuTemp Products, Inc. is a manufacturer of food service
equipment, supplying to commercial and institutional
companies across North America. AccuTemp proudly
manufactures all products at its new headquarters in
New Haven, Indiana. The new headquarters also includes
office space for their salespeople and executives, who
were previously working out of separate buildings. Their
former office furniture was 25-year-old cubicles that
surrounded metal desks. The company wanted new
workstations that provided ergonomic benefits and were
semi-private with the ability to bring in daylight to each
office in the open plan.
The company desired visual privacy between workstations
without sacrificing natural daylight. Along with privacy,
each employee needed a space to safely secure personal
items. Their training room needed to be flexible and easily
transformed for multi-purpose use.

The Results
The local dealer and AIS worked with AccuTemp to
meet their needs starting with Matrix panels at 50”
high coupled with up-mount glass in Berman Aqui, a
patterned glass offered by AIS. The stations included one
fixed worksurface and one height-adjustable worksurface,
allowing employees to change their working posture
throughout the day.
Private offices were outfitted with Calibrate Casegoods,
including height-adjustable desks and wall-mounted
storage with sliding doors.
Café tables and Pierce seating were included in the
AccuTemp Culinary Center, where their commercial food
equipment is demonstrated to potential clients. The
training area was equipped with Day-to-Day Flip-top
Tables and Stow seating. Both products can nest neatly,
giving room for AccuTemp to use the room differently
when needed. Flexibility, ergonomics, and clean aesthetics
are what made AIS products the perfect fit for AccuTemp’s
new headquarters.
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Private Office with Calibrate Casegoods

Day-to-Day Cafe Tables with Pierce Seating

Day-to-Day Flip-Top Tables with Stow Seating
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